
 

Hello again! Somehow we got to the second half of the Summer Term! I do hope you are all well and managing to cope with 
the on-going restrictions to our lives; we are certainly living in very strange times at the moment. In this issue I think it is 

important that I refer to the impact that covid-19 is having but I am also keen to look positively towards the future, and 
what you can do right now to help shape the direction you go in moving forward. It is important to remember that it will not 
always be this way. There may be a ‘new normal’ but it is a world which will still have opportunities for you all. I hope to 

show you this! Enjoy! 
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How are young people feeling about lockdown? 

I have been reading a report published by the Prince’s Trust (a 
youth charity) which has looked into how young people feel about 
the current lockdown situation (you can read the report yourself 
here if you are interested). It is probably not a surprise to find that 
young people (aged 16-25) are feeling pretty low about their future 
prospects. Of the 1022 who answered the online survey: 
 

• 29% said they feel that coronavirus has already damaged 
their future prospects 

• 49% said that they think it will be harder for them to get a 
job 

• 33% said that they feel like everything they have done so 
far has gone to waste 

• 69% said they felt their life was ‘on-hold’ 

• 43% said they felt increased anxiety 
 
How do you feel about it? Do you have similar views? It is        
important to remember that your mental health is important and 
something that needs looking after. If this is troubling you, there is 
advice out there to help. Try visiting young minds who are a mental 
health charity aimed at young people, there is lots of useful      
information there if you feel you need support. Remember we are 
still here for you at school too.  
   
It is also important to say that there was some positivity in this 
report. 52% of the people surveyed think that the pandemic will 
help to make their generation ‘stronger’ and ‘more resilient’.  
 

Have you thought about it this way?  
 

Is there anything that you have learnt or are learning about      
yourself and the way you are coping? 

 

Knowing what your own strengths and weaknesses are is really 
important as it helps to shape the direction you might go in as you 
get older. This is called ‘self-awareness’ and it is something you 
get better at as you mature. Remember the buzz-quiz? This is a 
fun way to explore what you might prefer… Give it a go! 
 
 

A little bit of LMI 

My snippet of ‘job information’ this time is deliberately focused on two 

very modern careers. In fact, these kinds of jobs have only really     

existed in the past twenty years. I wonder what jobs will exist in the 

future that don’t exist right now? Can you think of any? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

How do you stand out in a crowd? 

I read a blog post by Chris Jones (read it here) who is a Recruitment 

Specialist. He wrote about how young people can maximise their 

chances of success in the world of work. This is what he said... 

Oakwood Careers  

Connect - Don’t be scared to find and reach out to people who work 

in the area you have an interest in. Ask interested questions and for    

advice, most people would be happy to help! Just remember to stay 

professional! 

Stand out amongst your peers - Think about what you could do to 

stand out from others. How are you different? 

Knowledge is power! Do your research and make sure you know all 

you need to know about a  company or organisation (keep an eye on 

their website!) 

Develop skills and the right mindset - Find out what they want and 

think of ways  you can display it. This could mean relevant work    

experience (Y10+) 

Have patience and persistence! Be pro-active and don’t give up!             

https://www.princes-trust.org.uk/about-the-trust/news-views/young-people-in-lockdown
https://youngminds.org.uk/
https://www.ucas.com/careers/buzz-quiz
https://www.careersandenterprise.co.uk/news/time-shine-how-do-young-job-seekers-maximise-their-chance-success
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“The future depends on what you do today…” 
Mahatma Gandhi 

A few links to check out! 

Check out these websites to help inspire ideas on ca-

reers and   future studies… 

Level Up During Lockdown - 

Great opportunity for Y9-13… 

Information and activities 

provided by DANCOP who 

work with schools in Notts 

and   Derbyshire. Here you 

can have a look at different 

resources, and you could win 

Amazon vouchers! 

BBC Bitesize - Did you know 

that bitesize has a careers 

section? It’s good too! Check it out! 

Success at School Website - A site which has lots of          

information on different job sectors 

The WOW Show - A video magazine show on careers 

Celebrating Careers in the    

Curriculum 

History have been doing some amazing 

Careers work recently. Here I am cele-

brating the work of Y9 students who 

have written excellent ‘letters to Y8’ 

explaining why they should study History…Well done to Brooke, 

Eliot and Faye!  See below for a snippet of their fantastic work and visit 

the ‘Home Learning’ page on the school website to see more! 

Brooke says, “They're a few skills that you need in history which will 

help with life. One skill is 'Research skills' when you make historical 

enquiries into a topic for a project or an extended piece of writing. 

Lots of employers, hobbies, buying a house or flat, deciding which 

university to go to, or which college to attend, buying products all 

require research skills for you to make the better choices as an 

individual.” 

Eliot highlights the role of ‘Museum Curator’ as one that involves 

historical skills but also knowledge of a lot of other areas too such 

as Science and Languages. Great to mention the way subjects link 

Eliot! 

Faye says, “In History lessons you develop communication skills 

when you ask questions or when you are writing a detailed and high 

quality piece of writing. We all need to communicate because this is 

an essential skill!” 

Career Stories - The King of Maths!  

Did you know many of your teachers have had previous lives? Ever wondered what Mr 

Hill did before becoming the King of Maths? I decided to ask him... 

“I guess my career path all started for me back at Options Evening for my school Sixth 

Form. I was really keen to pick Business at A-level but after talking with staff I ended up 

choosing A-level Electronics instead. That decision pretty much shaped the next 12 years 

of my life! It set me on a path into Engineering having picked Maths, Physics and        

Electronics. 

I didn't regret picking Electronics and actually put more into that than any of my other 

subjects; I loved the project based coursework. At school Electronics had its own room so 

I was probably in there more than the common room designing and building projects. I 

made a dart board scorer that would add up your score and subtract it from 501. Doing all 

the design and electronics helped me pick my degree and the university I wanted to go to. 

I had my heart set on an Electronic Engineering degree (I didn’t want to study Electrical 

Engineering) and looked round a lot of universities to get a feel for them. It was these trips 

that helped make up my mind for my first choice - I liked the idea of being on a campus, 

but I stayed open-minded. When I visited Aston University it just felt right straight away. It 

was a small campus, close to Birmingham city centre and the people in the department 

seemed incredibly  friendly. Above all, they made the course sound fantastic and one that 

could be based around what I wanted to do. I ended up combining it with some Business 

and left with a degree in Electronic Engineering and Management Studies. 

After uni, I didn't really get that much of a break. I moved back home where my Mum  

already had a job advert cut out of the paper waiting for me! To be fair, it did seem like a 

really good job and related to what I wanted to do. It was to work in Research and Design 

for Bell Fruit Games - a local company that makes Fruit and Quiz machines for pubs. After 

securing the job, I set about learning the ropes on the electronics and computer          

programming used in their machinery and getting stuck in. 

After a while, I volunteered for the opportunity to train prisoners to do some of the       

company’s work (HMP Lowdham Grange). I liked doing it because it was something   

different, even though it took a long time to get through security! After a few weeks of 

putting systems in place in the prison and training up 4 guys to do the work, one of them 

commented that I made a good teacher and that I ought to take it up. After 6 years in 

industry, I decided to explore this as an idea. 

I used a lot of my holiday time from Bell Fruit to get into schools so I could gain some 

experience. One of them happened to be Redhill as that was where my sister was      

working. After a week observing lots of teachers - plus actually taking a lesson at the end

(!!) - I ended up loving it!  I had already made up my mind that I wanted it to train in Maths, 

despite my electronics background, and by the end of my week Redhill told me that they 

would happy for me to train with them if I was accepted onto my uni course. 

I got on to a Graduate Teacher Programme at Nottingham Uni where I was mostly based 

in school and managed to get the place that Redhill had offered me. The rest, as they say, 

is history!  I've been in the Redhill Trust for all but 1 year of my teaching career - I did my 

NQT year at Holgate school in Hucknall but a year later I ended up back in Arnold. I feel 

really settled as a Teacher and do not regret the scary leap of going back into studies 

again after 6 years working to get the qualifications I needed. It feels like there have been 

small parts of my life that have gone on to define huge aspects of it - the A-level options 

evening, visiting Aston University on the off chance, volunteering for the prison work to 

relieve boredom…” 

Who said careers are a straight line? Can you see how small   decisions 

have helped to form a career? You don’t have to have everything mapped 

out at the start… Thank you Mr H! 

https://www.nottinghamcollege.ac.uk/about-us/schools-liaison/higher-education-university-level
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/careers
https://successatschool.org/careerzones
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXDSgY0E_aACHXcSqX14YNg
https://www.nottinghamcollege.ac.uk/about-us/schools-liaison/higher-education-university-level

